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Abstract Tornadoes in the Southeast and central U.S. are episodically accompanied by smoke from
biomass burning in central America. Analysis of the 27 April 2011 historical tornado outbreak shows that
adding smoke to an environment already conducive to severe thunderstorm development can increase the
likelihood of significant tornado occurrence. Numerical experiments indicate that the presence of smoke
during this event leads to optical thickening of shallow clouds while soot within the smoke enhances the
capping inversion through radiation absorption. The smoke effects are consistent with measurements of
clouds and radiation before and during the outbreak. These effects result in lower cloud bases and stronger
low-level wind shear in the warm sector of the extratropical cyclone generating the outbreak, two indicators
of higher probability of tornadogenesis and tornado intensity and longevity. These mechanisms may
contribute to tornado modulation by aerosols, highlighting the need to consider aerosol feedbacks in
numerical severe weather forecasting.

1. Introduction

Smoke from central American fires is transported episodically during spring to the southeastern (SE), central,
and eastern United States (U.S.) [Wang et al., 2009]. Observational evidence shows that given the preexisting
conditions for supercell development, these smoke events canmodulate severe weather outbreaks [Lyons et al.,
1998; Murray et al., 2000]. Updraft invigoration through suppression of the onset of warm rain [Andreae et al.,
2004; Koren et al., 2005] has been hypothesized as a mechanism by which smoke enhances severe weather
[Wang et al., 2009]. More generally, invigoration of deep convection by aerosols has been associated with
increases in cloudiness [Andreae et al., 2004], rain [Bell et al., 2008], thunderstorm cloud heights [Bell et al.,
2009b], and lightning [Yuan et al., 2011; Bell et al., 2009a]. Microphysical processes have also been found to play
an important role [Fan et al., 2013]. Other observational [Ackerman et al., 2000; Li et al., 2011] and model
[Jiang and Feingold, 2006; Xue et al., 2008] evidence has indicated no effect, or even suppression, on cloudiness
and convection as aerosol loads increase, which has been explained as a transition from invigoration to
suppression [Koren et al., 2008; Rosenfeld et al., 2008; Dagan et al., 2014]. Aerosol-cloud-radiation interactions
remain an area of active research as they pose the greatest uncertainty in climate studies [Boucher et al., 2013].

In spite of evidence highlighting aerosol impacts on atmospheric conditions, current numerical severe weather
forecast models typically do not include aerosol interactions due to their observational and process-based
uncertainties [McFiggans et al., 2006] and generally high computational expense. In the case of tornadoes, studies
have shown aerosol microphysical effects on tornadogenesis in idealized simulations [Lerach et al., 2008; Lerach
and Cotton, 2011]. Rosenfeld and Bell [2011] postulated that the weekly cycle of tornadoes can be modulated by
weekday/weekend differences in anthropogenic aerosol sources, which has generated debate in terms of the
methods used and the physical mechanisms proposed to explain aerosol effects on severe storms [Yuter et al.,
2013; Rosenfeld and Bell, 2013]. The influences of aerosols on the parameters commonly used in tornado
forecasts have not been previously studied, and the effects of aerosols have not been resolved in historic cases.

In the following we analyze the effect of central American biomass burning on a historic severe weather
outbreak that occurred during the afternoon and evening of 27 April 2011 [Doswell et al., 2012]. This outbreak
produced 122 tornadoes and resulted in 313 deaths across the southeastern U.S., with 68 tornadoes considered
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significant (EF2 or greater damage) and 15 considered violent (EF4 or EF5), and with the violent ones being
responsible for almost 90% of the fatalities [NOAA, 2011]. The only outbreak ever recorded of a similar
magnitude which also resulted in a similar number of mortalities occurred on 3 April 1974 [Doswell et al.,
2012]. By many metrics, 27 April 2011 is considered the most significant outbreak since 1950 [Knupp et al.,
2013]. The analysis of the outbreak is performed using models, observations, and data assimilation described
in section 2. Section 3 investigates the smoke presence in the region of the outbreak and explores how the
smoke canmodify the parameters used to predict severe weather outbreaks and the mechanisms involved in
this modification. We finally assess uncertainties in our approach and delineate future directions.

2. Methods
2.1. Modeling System

We used the chemistry version of the Weather Research and Forecasting (WRF-Chem) modeling system [Grell
et al., 2005] as a coupled aerosol, chemistry, and weather forecasting tool. The system was used to produce
simulations using the CBM-Z (modified Carbon Bond Mechanism)-MOSAIC (Model for Simulating Aerosol
Interactions and Chemistry) chemistry and aerosol treatment [Zaveri and Peters, 1999; Zaveri et al., 2008] which
can model aerosol effects on radiation and on cloud microphysics [Fast et al., 2006; Chapman et al., 2009], the
latter by using a critical supersaturation activation scheme [Abdul-Razzak and Ghan, 2002] and two-moment
bulk microphysics [Morrison et al., 2009]. This allows assessing the impacts of smoke by turning on (Fire ON) and
off (Fire OFF) biomass burning emissions, which were obtained from the Quick Fire Emission Dataset [Darmenov
and da Silva, 2014]. An additional simulation (no Abs) was performed to assess the role of soot absorption by
removing it (imaginary part of the soot refractive index set to 0). WRF-Chem was configured using a 12km
horizontal grid spacing outer domain including the smoke source region (Figure 1a), and a nested 4 km domain
was used to resolve convection (as done by NOAA predictions of severe storms and hurricanes) and for
the incorporation of aerosol indirect effects. The model had 52 vertical levels: the first five levels had ~50m

Figure 1. Biomass burning smokebefore and during the outbreak of 27 April. (a) Back trajectories of 42 h performedwith FLEXPART [Fast and Easter, 2006] from the beginning
of violent tornado (EF4 and EF5) tracks, with circles marking 24 h, observed AOD over ocean on 27 April (contour color scale on the side), fire locations for the day before,
CALIPSO track for 26 April at 8 UTC, and modeling domains. (b) Model aerosol extinction coefficient (1/km) profiles when including fire emissions overlaid by the smoke
plumes top and bottom heights as measured by Cloud-Aerosol Lidar with Orthogonal Polarization for the CALIPSO track in Figure 1a. (c) Time series for modeled and
observed AOD at the WaveCIS AERONET site (Figure S2). (d) Time series statistics as in Figure 2 every 6 h periods for all PM2.5 coastal sites presented in Figure S2.
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thickness; there were 11 and 19 levels within the lowermost 1 km and 3 km layers, respectively; and the
uppermost levels had ~400 m thickness and reached a top pressure of 50 hPa (~18km). The outer domain
simulations spanned from 17 to 29 April 2011. This spin-up period allowed time for simulations with and
without fire emissions to differentiate in terms of its smoke loads and response to aerosol feedbacks. The inner
domain was driven through one-way nesting starting at 00UTC on 26 April. Additional details of theWRF-Chem
configuration can be found in the supporting information Text S1, section 1.1.

2.2. Data Assimilation

Biomass burning emission estimates are generally highly uncertain, which can produce large errors in smoke
concentrations [Kaiser et al., 2012]. In order to increase the accuracy of smoke simulations and thus assess the
impacts of smoke loadings closer to those observed, additional simulations were performed introducing satellite
aerosol optical depth (AOD) data assimilation (Fire ON+DA) using the Grid-point Statistical Interpolation system
[Kleist et al., 2009; Saide et al., 2013]. Biomass burning was the predominant source of aerosol for the period
analyzed in central American and the Gulf of Mexico (GoM) (section 3.1); thus, assimilation of AOD mainly scales
smoke concentrations, and it is reasonable to assign the effects of additional aerosol generated by the assimilation
of smoke particles. Assimilation was performed every 3h throughout the simulation, starting from 20 April on
the coarse domain and from 26 April on the inner domain, respectively, and each assimilation step was followed
by a 3hWRF-Chem forecast whichwas restarted from the previous cycle andwhere only aerosol initial conditions
were modified. An additional simulation was performed with no soot absorption (Fire ON+DA, no Abs) as
described in section 2.1. Additional details on the assimilation configuration can be found in the supporting
information Text S1, section 1.1.

2.3. Tornado Parameters

Operational prediction centers use regional-scale models to forecast the meteorological conditions (tornado
parameters) that increase the likelihood of tornado occurrence and severity [Thompson et al., 2003; Rasmussen
and Blanchard, 1998]. We computed these parameters for each simulation and used them to assess the
smoke impacts. The Unified Post Processor v2.0 [(Developmental Testbed Center: Unified Post Processor, 2012,
http://www.dtcenter.org/wrf-nmm/users/overview/upp_updates.php)] was used to compute lifting condensation
level height (LCL), convective available potential energy based on the lowest 100 hPa mean parcel (CAPE),
wind shear (0–1 and 0–6 km), and 0–1 km storm relative helicity (SRH), the latter computed with the
dynamic method [Bunkers et al., 2000]. The significant tornado parameter (STP) was then computed from
these variables [Thompson et al., 2003]:

STP ¼ CAPE J=kg½ �
1000 J=kg½ �

� �
0� 6 km shear m=s½ �

20 m=s½ �
� �

SRH m2=s2½ �
100 m2=s2½ �

� �
2000 m½ � � LCL m½ �

1500 m½ �
� �

(1)

An intensification of these parameters was defined as changes leading to a stronger outbreak, which
corresponds to a reduction in LCL and an increase in all other parameters.

2.4. Observations

Several meteorological and atmospheric composition measurements were used to assess model performance,
smoke presence, and its impacts. These included satellite observations of 550nm AOD by the NASA Neural
Network Retrieval, which improvedmodel performancewhen included in data assimilation systems [Saide et al.,
2013]: ground-based measurements of aerosol optical properties by Aerosol Robotic Network (AERONET),
plume heights retrieved by the CALIPSO, satellite cloud optical depth (COD) retrieved by Moderate Resolution
Imaging Spectroradiometer (MODIS), and downward shortwave radiation from the U.S. Regional Climate
Reference Network (USRCRN). Details of these and other supporting observations are described in Table S1,
and locations of the ground sites are illustrated in Figure S2.

2.5. Statistical Analysis

In the case of tornado parameters (e.g., Figure 2), mean “near-storm environments” within a 185km radius
[Thompson et al., 2012] from each tornado starting point were used to build statistics and statistical significance
was assessed using a paired two-tailed t test at the 5% p value level. Tornadoes included in the statistics
were those with tornadogenesis occurring in the “Tornado region.” This region contained the most significant
tornadoes and included the area where the model showed convective cells with supercell characteristics
(Text S1, section 2.1) and where shallow clouds were properly represented (Text S1, section 2.2). For variables
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other than tornado parameters (cloud optical depth, radiation, and others in the supporting information),
statistics were computed for model grid cells contained in a given region (Tornado region and “inflow region”),
and a two-sample two-tailed t test was used to assess statistical significance at the 5% p value level. The inflow
region (Figure 3) covered the warm sector of the extratropical cyclone approximately 3 h before the outbreak
and was used to analyze the inflow conditions to the Tornado region.

3. Results
3.1. Smoke Presence During the Outbreak

Simulations and observations indicate that smoke from central American biomass burning was present in the
boundary layer and lower free troposphere before and during the storm outbreak. Smoke was found over
the GoM as supported by the high and extensive MODIS AOD (Figure 1a), the significant number of fire

Figure 2. (left) Statistics of parameters used in tornado forecasting from simulations Fire ON+DA and Fire OFF. Statistics are
computed for the mean near-storm environment for each tornado starting over portions of Mississippi, Alabama, Tennessee,
and Georgia (see Tornado region in Figure S2) with numbers on top of each panel representing the number of tornadoes that
go into the statistics and “asterisk” indicating significant differences at the 5% p value level. Boxes represent the 25th and 75th
percentiles, whiskers show the 10th and 90th percentiles, andmean andmedian are indicated with a circle and horizontal line,
respectively. (right) Maps of mean differences from 18 to 00 UTC between Fire ON+DA and Fire OFF.
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detections south and west of the GoM (Figure 1a), the substantially better model representation of aerosol
observations when smoke emissions were included (Fire ON, Figures 1c and S1), and the lack of other sources
(such as dust) coming from the boundaries (Figures 1a and S1). Fires were the main source of aerosols in
the inflow region of the storm as back trajectories come from the polluted area of the Gulf (Figure 1a), the
area which also provided the warm andmoist air necessary for the outbreak to occur [Knupp et al., 2013]. Also,
the model represented the three aerosol vertical layers over the GoM below 5 km on 26 April, which were
heavily influenced by smoke (Figure 1b). The modeled aerosol layer at 5–8 km altitude and north of 25°N
not represented by the observations was not of smoke origin (it was also found in the Fire OFF simulation,
not shown) and was likely not resolved by CALIPSO due to its lower concentrations. Although the Fire ON
simulation captured the smoke, it underestimated its loads, largely due to underestimates in the emissions. Data
assimilation substantially improved model representation of increase in AOD due to smoke at the southern
Louisiana AERONET site (Figure 1c) but underestimated the PM2.5 increase (Figure 1d), possibly due to clouds
blocking satellite AOD retrievals. However, the Fire ON+DA PM2.5 predictions achieved the performance
goal (the best that a model can be expected to achieve) and criteria (level of accuracy accepted for air quality
applications) air qualitymetrics [Boylan and Russell, 2006] 38% and 93% of the time during this event, respectively.
The Angstrom exponent (AE), an indicator of the aerosol size distribution [Schuster et al., 2006], was well
represented only by simulations including fire emissions, as mean observed 440–870nm AE at the AERONET site

Figure 3. (a) MODIS COD from Terra overpass at 16:30 UTC on 27 April (~3 h before the outbreak starts) and simulation estimates (b) with fire emissions and data
assimilation and (c) without fire emissions. An insert in Figure 3a illustrates observed and modeled statistics as in Figure 2 over the inflow region (segmented line
rectangle). Fire ON+DA and MODIS COD distributions are not significantly different while Fire OFF and MODIS distributions are different at the 5% significance level.
(d) Average solar radiation for the model with fire emissions and data assimilation with color-coded circles representing USRCRN average observations for 27 April
daytime, with an insert showing model statistics over the inflow region. Fire ON+DA and Fire OFF radiation distributions are significantly different at the 5% level.
(e) Observed and modeled solar radiation for stations in Figure 3d. (f–h) Difference between model variables for the Fire ON+DA and Fire OFF simulations at 16 UTC.
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on 27 April was 1.2, while it reached 1.0 and 0.2 for simulations Fire ON+DA and Fire OFF, respectively. In the
Fire OFF case the low AE was due to coarse sea-salt particles from the GoM. The size distribution was shifted
toward finer particles due to the smoke presence. AE was slightly underestimated in the Fire ON+DA case,
likely due to uncertainties in the prescribed size distribution of the smoke assumed in the emissions. By the end
of 28 April the smoke no longer influenced the SE U.S. and all simulations had similar AOD values and were
in agreement with the observations (Figure 1c). Evidence of smoke over the GoM and over the continent as
depicted here is not uncommon and has also been detected in other severe weather events [Wang et al., 2009].

3.2. Impacts on Tornado Parameters

Simulations permitting aerosol interactions showed that within an environment already conducive to severe
thunderstorm development, biomass burning smoke intensified the LCL, low-level (0–1 km layer) wind shear,
and SRH in close proximity to the tornado locations (Figure 2). In particular, the influence of smoke generated
statistically significant lower LCL (100–200m lower before 28 April 00UTC) and higher SRH (up to ~50m2/s2

hourly mean) and wind shear (up to ~2m/s hourly mean) in the vicinity of the earlier tornadoes from the
afternoon outbreak, which were the most numerous and intense tornadoes. STP also increased (1.3 to 3.4
higher in hourly mean before 28 April 00UTC) due to the intensification of LCL and SRH (equation (1)), as CAPE
and 0–6 km shear differed by less than 7% and 3%, respectively, between simulations for the same period
(Text S1, section 2.3). LCL, low-level shear, SRH, and STP are important parameters in discriminating between
supercell classes (significant tornadic, weak-tornadic, and nontornadic) and tornado categories [Thompson
et al., 2003; Markowski et al., 2002, 2003; Markowski and Richardson, 2009; Thompson et al., 2012]. Although
simulations with and without smoke both predicted values necessary for supercell and tornado development
[Thompson et al., 2003], and were consistent with the analysis values [Knupp et al., 2013], the differences in
tornado parameters between these simulations may have substantial impact on tornado occurrence and
intensity as they were of similar magnitude as the mean differences found in the sounding climatology within
adjacent supercell classes [Thompson et al., 2003, 2012]. These effects were not an artifact of assimilating
AOD, as similar results were found for the Fire ON simulation (Figure S3a). Also, similar smoke effects were
obtained when decreasing model resolution and when configuring the model with different microphysics and
boundary layer schemes (Figures S3b–S3d), demonstrating the robustness of these impacts. Thus, these results
suggest that the presence of biomass burning smoke can promote the development of conditions under
which violent tornadoes, like those observed during the outbreak of April 27 and responsible for most of the
fatalities, are more likely to happen. Accumulated rainfall and cloud top height statistics were also influenced by
smoke (Text S1, sections 2.1 and 2.2), resulting in changes in the location of convective cells and precipitation
patterns. However, smoke effects generated slightly lower rain rates (both in mean and upper ends of the
distribution) and lower cloud top heights, thereby providing no evidence that invigoration occurred for these
simulated storms. Instead, these results point toward a slight reduction in convective vigor by smoke radiative
effects during this event, consistent with prior studies such as Koren et al. [2008] and Rosenfeld et al. [2008].

3.3. Mechanism

Mesoscale meteorological analysis was used to identify the driving mechanisms for the intensification of
various tornado parameters in the absence of modeled convection invigoration. At the beginning of the
outbreak (18UTC), shallow multilayer stratiform clouds (top heights < 3 km) were observed and modeled
across the region (Figures 3a–3c), which persisted throughout the day (Figure S4). The presence of smoke
increased the simulated cloud condensation nuclei concentrations (increased aerosol number dominated
over decrease in bulk hygroscopicity), which increased the number of cloud droplets, decreased drizzle rates,
and increased liquid water content through the first and second aerosol indirect effects [Twomey, 1991;
Albrecht, 1989]. As a result, stratiform clouds in the warm sector of the extratropical cyclone became optically
thicker (Figures 3a–3c), which reduced the amount of solar radiation reaching the ground (Figures 3d and 3e),
suppressed heat fluxes from the surface, and produced lower surface temperatures and a more stable
boundary layer, shown by the reduction in the low-level lapse rate (Figure 3f). These conditions reduced
mixing close to the surface and led to lower LCL (Figure 3g) through a shallower boundary layer and stronger
low-level shear (Figure 3h) through increased vertical gradients. SRH also increased as it is intimately related
to wind vertical gradients [e.g., Markowski et al., 2003]. Along with increased stability, lower cloud bases
were obtained due to thicker cloud layers (for clouds capping the boundary layer) and reduced surface
temperature (the air reaches saturation more quickly during lifting).
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Observed COD was better represented by the model when smoke was included in the simulations for
both a MODIS overpass (Figures 3a–3c) and for geostationary data throughout the day (Figure S4).
The same was true for surface downwelling shortwave radiation. While the simulations missed some
observed clouds (eastern part of the box in Figures 3a–3c) producing an overestimation of solar radiation
in stations 1–3 and a slight performance improvement by the smoke presence (Figure 3e), the bias was
considerably lower when smoke was present for stations 4 and 5 (55 and 18W/m2 bias, respectively,
for the Fire ON +DA simulation) where a better cloud representation was found. Thus, observed shallow
cloud properties and atmospheric conditions were consistent with the impacts of smoke illustrated
by the model. The smoke effects were more significant for the earlier tornadoes during the afternoon
outbreak (18–23 UTC, Figure 2), as the mechanism is driven by solar radiation, and these effects dissipated
after sunset.

Soot (black carbon), responsible for 1–4% of the biomass burning smoke mass emitted in the simulation,
was found to play an important role in cloud dynamics (Figures 4a and 4b). Sensitivity simulations with
no soot absorption (but same smoke mass loading) indicated that it contributed on average 40%, 57%,
and 81% of the enhancements in LCL, low-level shear, and SRH, respectively, for tornadoes occurring
between 18 and 00 UTC. Black carbon over the region feeding the outbreak was found predominantly
above clouds (Figures 4c and 4d). Previous research has found that absorption of radiation by elevated
smoke plumes stabilizes the atmosphere below and can generate changes in clouds, with general
enhancements over oceanic stratocumulus and reductions over land [Koch and Del Genio, 2010]. In this
study, in addition to cloud thickening by indirect radiative effects described above, soot absorption
heated the aerosol layer aloft (Text S1, section 2.3), stabilized the lower troposphere, and strengthened
the capping inversion. This reduced entrainment of dry air resulted in a moister boundary layer and
enhanced cloud cover below the aerosol layer. These effects were similar to the ones for smoke above
stratocumulus clouds [Brioude et al., 2009; Wilcox, 2010] and differed from effects that typically occur
over land, as there was no moisture restriction due to the transport from the GoM [Knupp et al., 2013].
These conditions resulted in lower cloud bases and stronger low-level wind shear, thereby leading to a
higher probability of violent tornadoes in the simulations including smoke (see Text S1, section 2.3).
Under the conditions of the outbreak, the impacts intensified as soot absorption above and between
clouds was enhanced by the presence of multiple layers of optically thick clouds, which reflected light
back to the soot layer more efficiently, and produced more absorption [Haywood and Ramaswamy, 1998;
Chung and Seinfeld, 2005].

Figure 4. (a, b) Hourly box and whisker distributions as in Figure 2 for simulations with fire emissions and data assimilation
(Fire ON +DA), fire emissions and data assimilation with black carbon absorption set to 0 (Fire ON +DA, no Abs), and no fire
emissions (Fire OFF). (c, d) Statistics for vertical profiles at 16 UTC over the inflow region (Figure 3) for simulations Fire ON
+DA and Fire OFF. Box and whisker plots are shown for soot concentrations (BC, Figure 4c) while solid lines represent mean
cloud fraction (Figure 4d).
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4. Discussion

The presence of smoke generates a slight decrease in the model convective vigor (lower convective cloud
top heights and rain rates) but at the same time leads to a lower cloud base within the region of tornado
development, which has been associated with higher buoyancy in the rear flank downdraft leading to more
likely tornadogenesis and increased tornado intensity and longevity [Markowski et al., 2002]. Furthermore,
reduced vertical mixing can increase the low-level shear, which together with the LCL can be used to
discriminate between nontornadic and tornadic supercells [Markowski and Richardson, 2009]. Thus, we
hypothesize that the lower LCL and increased low-level shear overcome the decrease in convective vigor,
thereby resulting in a net increase in tornado likelihood and severity. Storm-resolving large eddy simulations
(LES) that are better able to depict tornadic circulations will be performed in future studies to test these
hypotheses and further understand the impacts of smoke on near-storm environments and tornado occurrence,
intensity, and longevity. LES models will also help test hypotheses such as if increased low-level stability
due to the smoke presence can promote stronger storms, as previous studies have suggested that isolated,
long-lived supercells can form when they move into an inversion region where secondary storms are
suppressed [Ziegler et al., 2010].

These results show that for the case considered, the likelihood of significant tornado occurrence increased
when smoke was present and that this was due to stabilization by soot and an increase in optical thickness
in lower tropospheric clouds. Similar effects could potentially be generated by anthropogenic aerosols,
as it has been found that they can increase optical depths of continental shallow clouds [Berg et al., 2011;
Rosenfeld, 2000]. Furthermore, the enhanced low-level shear due to the combination of aerosol absorption
and indirect radiative effects likely impact other mesoscale phenomena, including nontornadic severe
weather events (e.g., thunderstorms, hail, and damaging straight-line winds).

The National Weather Service vision for 2020 is to move toward a “warn-on-forecast” paradigm for hazardous
convective weather [Stensrud et al., 2009]. A warn-on-forecast systemwould rely on high-resolution ensemble
predictions, using convection-resolving models with explicit microphysics and radar data assimilation to
provide probabilistic convective-scale analyses and forecasts. Our findings, along with recent studies of
tropical cyclones [Dunstone et al., 2013; Rosenfeld et al., 2011; Evan et al., 2011], highlight that aerosols can
play an important role in modifying severe weather conditions. The inclusion of these aerosol feedbacks in
weather forecasting models, as has been advocated by the scientific community [Grell and Baklanov, 2011]
and recently implemented in some operational centers [e.g., Morcrette et al., 2009; Mulcahy et al., 2014], is
expected to help improve the predictability of these extreme events. However, further work is needed to
investigate effects of smoke on other tornado outbreaks and to assess the representation of these effects
by computationally cost efficient aerosol models, which are feasible to use in operational weather forecasts
[e.g., Thompson and Eidhammer, 2014], without decreasing predictive skill. We expect these processes to
improve the timeliness and accuracy of severe weather alerts within future operational forecast systems.
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